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TIME:

Teri Rash, New Horizons DEC
Rachel Glaser, NAZCARE
Lydia Lara, Parker Senior Center 
Julie Montoya, Rise
Elisabeth Whitlock, 5311c Kiabab Tribe
Michael Peluso, 5311 BATs (Chair)
Sheri Furr, 5311 KART
Janet Collier, 5311 Camel Express

ITEM
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Via Phone

Coordination Council Topics
Coordinated Council Contact list - review for updates

Michael explained that we take a look at the contact list annually to ensure that the list posted on 
the website is current and correct.  Felicia reiterated that all updates need to be submitted to her 
in time for the next meeting and asked that agencies review that the current contact person is and 
if all of the information is still correct. 

News/Updates
Michael invited Felicia Mondragon to discuss the WACOG topics.  Felicia explained that 
WACOGs offices are still closed to the public until further notice but business is still being 
conducted via telephone.  Most of the staff is working from home until further notice. 

Quarterly Reporting
Felicia thanked thoes who have submitted their quarterly reports so far and explained to the group 
that during the Covid-19 situation there will be no penality for late or missing quartely reports.  We 
understand priorities and staffing situations are strange at this time and we will refocus on getting 
reporting up to date once this is behind us.  ADOT if very supportive of this and has asked that no 
agency be penalized for lags in reporting or lack of coordination at this time. 

Michael asked if all members had an opportunity to review the minutes from the February 13, 
2020 meeting that was provided with the agenda packet.  He asked if any questions, comments, 
or changes needed to be made.  With no response, Michael called for a motion to approve the 
February meeting minutes.  A motion was entered by Stephanie Leonard and 2nd by Patrick 
Cipres.  Michael called for a vote; minutes were approved by a unanimous vote. 

ADOT
ADOT Updates and News

Michael invited Lindsay Post as the  ADOT representatives to provide updates and news.  
Lindsay Post the 5310 Program Manager gave the 5310 updates explaining that ADOT just 
completed a special round of 5310 supplimental funding applications.  They are reviewing the 
requests and announcements of award will be released soon.  Lindsay also went on to explain 
that ADOT requested a waver from FTA to extend the dealine for the ADOT application from June 
15th to June 30th.  Preliminary awards for FFY 2020 have been sent out and finalized Exhibit A's 
will be sent out once the ADOT application has been submitted and approved by FTA. 

WACOG 
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AGENDA ITEM

Call to order and Introductions  10:00 AM
Michael Peluso called the June 11, 2020 meeting to order at 10:05 am.

Michael asked everyone on the phone to introduce themselves and the agency they represent. 

CALL IN NUMBER:  1-888-740-4219 PIN # 228210
Non-Voting members/guests

Attendees

Heather Brassil , NAU (Co-Chair)
Patrick Cipres, Havasu Mobility
David Brumier, Hualapai HEW
Sandra Erwin, Hualapai HEW
Kristina Shongo, Hualapai HEW
Karen Turk, La Paz County
Stephanie Leonard, New Horizons
Kyla Diaz, New Horizons
David Seigler, New Horizons DEC

Felicia Mondragon, WACOG
Justin Hembree
Jeanette Buckley, LHMPO
Lindsay Post, ADOT 5310 PM

DATE: June 11, 2020 10:00 AM to Noon
PLACE: Teleconference
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Michael invited Felicia to explain the data collection workbook that was included in the agenda 
packet.  Felicia quickly explained that we are starting a new Coordination Plan going from a 5-
year to a 4-year planning process for conformity across the State, and reminded agencies that if 
they are not included in the Coordination Plan they are not eligible to apply for 5310 funding in the 
next application cycle.  Felicia went over each tab of the Data Collection workbook explaining 
what each section is used for and a quick review of how to fill out each sheet.  If anyone requires 
further explanation or assistance Felicia asked that they reach out to her.  Workbooks will be due 
by 5 pm on July 20th. 

Michael opened the floor to allow all members to talk about what effect Covid-19 has had on 
agencies and best practices learned from the situation. Discussion ensued in regards to vehicle 
driver barriers, regulations, and best practices.  Felicia asked Lindsay to explain to the council 
how Preventative Maintenance funding can be used for items such as barriers and sanitization 
supplies.  Lindsay explained that Preventative Maintenance funding can be used for Personal 
Protective Equipment for use on the vehicles, Staff time used for cleaning and sanitizing vehicles, 
third party fleet cleaning of vehicles, etc.  She also explained that these are allowable costs all the 
time not just during the current pandemic. Discussion continued in regards to best practices on 
the vehicles and issues that have been noted with some cleaning/sanitizing products leaving 
spots on the vehicle surfaces.  Sheri explained that to get proper cleaning/sanitizing supplies they 
had to buy a bulk pellet, she offered to look into if they would be able to share the item with other 
agencies that are having a hard time locating supplies for purchase.  Michael explained that with 
the reopening of the Casinos in Laughlin BATs has experienced an increase in ridership.  BATs 
plans to keep the driver panels up at least until the end of the year and they will continue hourly 
cleaning/sanitizing of the vehicles.  Other areas reported that they are still providing limited 
services with limited passengers allowed per vehicle. 

2021 - 2024 Coordination Plan - Data Collection

Discussion item - COVID-19 effects on services, ideas, procedures, etc. 

Announcements

5311 Program specific discussion (time to talk about what is currently happening in the 5311 
program, concerns, questions, assistance, etc.)

Sheri announced that the Transit Plan Kick of meeting for KART was happening later that day 
and the plan contract was awarded to Kittelson and Associates.  She expects that they will be 
reaching out to regional 5311's and local 5310's during their information-gathering phase of the 
study process.  Lindsay reminded 5311's that Sarah Fitzgerald is no longer their contact as she 
has moved on to another agency.  Jill Dusenberry is now the 5311 contact for our region.  Janet 
commented that transit agencies may want to take a look at how they can help during the Census 
collection process and asked if anyone is currently helping with that process.  Heather explained 
that NAU is assisting with spreading the word to the community.  

Agency Spotlights: 
On Hold during teleconference meetings. 

Review of Regional Training Guide - review for updates
Michael explained that we are once again doing the annual review and update of the WACOG 
Coordinated Council Training Resource Guide.  Felicia asked in the review of the guide asking 
that all agencies check that they are represented on the cover with a correct logo and review the 
guide for errors.  Felicia also explained that a page of Transit Acronyms was added to the 
appendix as was requested at a prior meeting. 

5310 Program specific discussion (time to talk about what is currently happening in the 5310 
program, concerns, questions, assistance, etc.)

None
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FY2020 Election of Chair and Co-Chair positions

Any agenda item or proposed agenda item can have discussion and action.

Adjourn
A motion to adjourn the June 11, 2020 meeting at 11:20 am was entered by Patrick Cipres, and 
2nd by Heather Brassil.  The meeting closed at 11:20 am by Michael Peluso.  

Discussion:

Michael explained that with the current Covid-19 situation we need to decide 
how we will be meeting for our next few meetings.  Discussion ensued 
amongst the group in regards to the best way to conduct future meetings.  It 
was agreed the for the August meeting we will once again do a 
teleconference.  Felicia will create the next year's meeting calendar with the 
location as Kingman but with the teleconference option being the place holder.  
We will discuss at each meeting if we will go back to in-person meetings 
depending on what is happening with Covid-19 and agency allowances for 
travel.  If meeting location adjustments need to be made to the calendar we 
can determine that as a group throughout the year. 

FY2020 Coordinated Council Meeting Dates Calendar

2019 Coordinated Council Training Resource Guide - approval
Discussion:
*Who is coordinating with who, how is that working?
No discussion 
Agency Announcements
Janet explained that Justin will be attending their next Board meeting in Quartzsite to talk about 
the Inter-City Connections study that WACOG will be conducting.  

Next meeting Date/location: August 13, 2020 - Tele-Conference

Training Opportunities in the region
Felicia explained that for all PASS certified trainers the PASS 7.0 version is now completed and 
the trainer may need to contact CTAA to get their certification updated and to request the correct 
training materials.  A request was made for a defensive driver training, Felicia will work with 
WACOG Administrative staff to look into doing a virtual/webinar training in the near future.

Wrap up
Agenda Items for next meeting 
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